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of family or clan councils among so-called primitive peoples
in many parts of the world, that decisions are taken
unanimously, if at all; in almost all cases, after more or less
discussion, agreement is reached or, as Lord Raglan says,
one party shouts down the others and, without anything
in the way of formal voting, the meeting breaks up and passes
from deliberation to action. Such a state of affairs is all but
impossible in a meeting of any size, in a society in which
individuality is as strongly developed and sensitive as in our
own.1)
But not only the family but also the state had probably
drawn its bonds closer in the course of the dark age, under
the influence of circumstances in which men felt that they
must stand shoulder to shoulder or perish; and even in
Homer, in a famous, fascinating, and endlessly discussed
passage, there is probably a reference to the intervention of
the State in mitigation of the blood-feud. The passage is, of
course, the Trial-scene from the divine-wrought Shield of
Achilles.2 " The people were gathered together in the market
place ; and there two men were disputing about the price of a
man slain. The one was claiming to have paid all in full,
setting the matter forth to the people ; but the other was
refusing to take anything. Both were eager to receive an
end of the matter before an arbitrator. The people were
cheering them on, as supporters on either side, and heralds
were controlling the people; and the Elders sat on polished
stones in the sacred circle, and held in their hands the staves
of the loud voiced heralds ; these they brandished, and gave
judgment in turn. Two talents of gold lay in the midst,
1 Cf. W. H. R. Rivers, Instinct and the Unconscious, pp. 94 ff. He
tells how, among the Pacific Islands, his boat's crew of Melanesians—the
warlike, forward race of Oceania—would take their places without any
apparent discussion, even of the question who should have the easiest post,
that of cox. Rivers sought in vain for any evidence of definite leadership in
•warfare among the western Solomon Islanders, and is convinced that in
the councils of all these peoples there is no voting. Cf. also Gerald Heard,
Ascent of Humanity, pp. 44, 50, etc., for these and other instances of the
undeveloped individual " selfhood " of so-called primitives ; and Raglan,
Jocasta's Crime, p. 52.
* II. xviuy 497 ff. For discussions, cf. Maine, Glotz, Fustel de Coulanges,
opp. citt.; etc.

